
From: Graham - Innovation Island
To: Amrit Manhas (Amrit.manhas@nanaimo.ca)
Cc: Chelsea - Innovation Island
Subject: FW: (Update) Innovation Island ~ Technology Stewardship
Date: March 22, 2019 8:25:00 AM
Attachments: About IITA.pdf

IITA-MTEC.pdf
Importance: High

Attn:      Amrit Manhas, Economic Development Officer, City of Nanaimo
by Email amrit.manhas@nanaimo.ca

 
RE:          FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING - Wednesday, March 20, 2019

Delegation from John Hankins, CEO, Mid-Island Business Initiative
 
Dear Amrit,
 
Pursuant to the Finance and Audit Committee meeting above, and with respect to a related
correspondence to Mayor and Council further below, I would like to provide you with some
comments and concerns that I feel are relevant to matters of economic development and
technology & innovation within Nanaimo and the Mid-Island region.
 
I would first like to acknowledge your dedicated work and expertise in Ec.Dev. going back to the
NEDC and many years prior.  Since you have been our primary contact person with the City I hope
that your receipt of this correspondence is appropriate.
 

As I mentioned in my Dec. 7th letter (below) my initial concerns surrounded a component of the
MIBI/MTEC presentation that was awaiting a “Provincial Funding decision” ~ via the Ministry of Jobs,
Trade and Technology (JTT) ~ which misleadingly used a letter of support provided by my board of
directors.  I am now aware, as I believe has been internally disclosed, that this funding application
was rejected by the Ministry.  While I am not privy to JTT’s decision on this matter I would simply like
to comment on three factors that certainly influenced Innovation Islands decision to rescind its
support of MTEC.
 

1. The MTEC application was chiefly a duplication of services; which the Provincial Government
already funds via Innovate BC, through Innovation Island, as a member of the BC Acceleration
Network; notwithstanding the position of other pre-existing service providers.

2. The proponents of MTEC do not have adequate technology-industry credibility or experience;
and as such many of their propositions were misguided and/or misplaced to the needs of the
community and region.

3. The MIBI/MTEC consortium posed numerous conflicts of interest in association to interface
with non-profit organizations and other tax-payer funded initiatives. 

 
In addition to the items above, as was the case for Innovation Island, support letters to MIBI/MTEC
were generic and did not specify what projects or funding applications they were to be used for; that
in-itself was misleading.  Furthermore, it was determined that very little due-diligence was
conducted on the proponents, their proposed use of funds and specific outcomes or deliverables.
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About us + 


 


Innovation Island  Technology Association (IITA) is a regional partner of the BC Acceleration 
1


Network.  We deliver the Innovate BC (formerly known as “BCIC”) Venture Acceleration 


Program (VAP) to Island communities outside of greater Victoria, including the Gulf Islands and 


the Sunshine Coast.  IITA also facilitates other Innovate BC Programs to qualifying clients and 


applicants including programs and services for NRC-IRAP.  Our mission is to support 


entrepreneurs to start and grow technology companies by providing them with programs and 


resources they need to succeed. 
 


IITA has affiliate relationships with the BC Tech Association  and regionally we are long-standing 
2


members of the Vancouver Island Coast Economic Developers Association (VICEDA) and the 


Vancouver Island Economic Alliance (VIEA). 
 


As the regional voice for technology entrepreneurship, IITA is proud of our client achievements 


and is dedicated to expanding these results over the region and coming years; since VAP start in 


FY-2014, 161 new tech-based jobs have been created by our client companies ~ $12,578,688. 


of new revenues have been generated and this has attracted $13,954,818. of technology 


investment.  For the past 20 years, Innovation Island has been instrumental in fostering and 


encouraging growth in the regional technology sector. 


 


In conjunction with our Government and Industry partners, IITA also has many relationships 


with technology-based investors, Angels, VC’s and Private Equity firms.  As such, IITA is well 


versed in various aspects of due-diligence, supporting studies & strategies and detailed 


reporting requirements.  In addition, Innovation Island has led, facilitated and participated in 


several regional technology impact studies over the years. 


 


Working under renewed mandates issued by the Ministry of Jobs, Trade and Technology, and 


the newly named Innovate BC, IITA is poised to expand upon the #BCTECH Strategy in benefit to 


our clients and region. 


 


1 Innovation Island, formerly known as MISTIC (the Mid-Island Science, Technology and Innovation Council), was 


established in 1998 as a registered non-profit organization. 
2 See also the BC Technology Ecosystem Map. 
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IITA uses a three-point framework toward realization of our mandates and mission. 


 


1) We take an industry-centric approach to our scope of work and employ strategies and 


methodologies that are fitting to the stage and needs of the regions tech sector. 


2) We parse actionable Governmental data and programs to better position our region 


and we work to communicate what Government can or cannot do to these ends. 


3) We use local data and knowledge (from IITA client companies and beyond, including 


local post-secondary institutions and private sector associations) to inform our scope 


of work and to create proactive action plans that can better leverage more 


collaborative engagements within the region. 


 


Many smaller centres and rural communities within our region are experiencing an influx of 


knowledge-based workers and tech-sector entrepreneurs.  With the increasing capabilities of 


broadband connectivity, cloud computing, viability of remote work forces, and desires for 


meaningful work-life balance, a positive and developing trend is occurring which places new 


challenges and demands for the pursuit of these growth opportunities. 


 


The tech sector, by design, is a fast-moving ever-changing marketplace filled with new terms 


and acronyms that are often difficult to interpret or forecast.  It is a widely diverse $3 Trillion  
3


global industry.  Canada  accounts for approximately 4% of this activity ($120 Billion) and British 
4


Columbia  represents about 20% of Canada’s performance in the market at $26 Billion. 
5


 


While these are generally positive indicators for our Province and Nation, the position of 


smaller communities in this industry is far more fledgling and precarious.  Opportunities exist 


but challenges abound.  The tech sector in smaller regional or non-urban locations  is often far 
6


more random and circumstantial in its establishment than most people realize; having less 


industrial development, industry-sectoral or geographical logic or affinity than might be 


expected.  


 


3 Forrester Research Tech Market Outlook For 2017 To 2018. 
4 The State of Canada’s Tech Sector, the Brookfield Institute for Innovation + Entrepreneurship 
5 Profile of the B.C. High Technology Sector (2017 Edition). 
6 StartupCity: The role of local government in entrepreneurial ecosystems. 
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While Municipal leaders and decision makers would greatly prefer to have their respective 


communities become the next tech hub or “ecosystem”, as a region we are arguably much 


stronger working together.  


 


As an accredited Technology Accelerator, IITA works to bridge these challenges, locally, and 


with various national counterparts and foreign markets; such as, the Canadian Technology 


Accelerator agency, the MaRS Discovery District, and the C100 (Canadian thought leaders in the 


San Francisco Bay Area). 


What is Technology and Innovation? 


In the simplest of terms a “technology” or “innovation” company can be considered as an entity 


building proprietary products or services and/or using third-party products/services in unique or 


innovative ways.  For generations, builders, farmers, fishers, foresters and mechanics, etc., have 


been highly innovative; employing and sometimes developing enabling technologies.  However, 


advances in disruptive innovation, and rapid iteration and integration, are challenging new and old 


industries alike. 


What is a Tech Ecosystem? 


From a physical or infrastructure perspective, tech ecosystems are an assembly of business 


and/or R&D activities [working collectively] in a defined space or geography.  They comprise a 


mix of people, organizations, entrepreneurs, mentors/advisors, incubators/accelerators and 


investors, often with supporting government programs and policies.  These “ecosystems” are 


meant to stir entrepreneurial creativity and expedite success [strategic pivots or even failures] 


of their constituents. 


 


Startup or “tech” ecosystems typically develop and thrive under two conditions: density [of 


constituent population] and associated network effects.  These are somewhat intractable 


problems for smaller communities in dealing with access to investors, customers and talent. 


 


The vast majority of Angel investors, and most VC’s, place capital  within extremely tight 7


geographies.  Adversely, most early-stage startups in tech or innovation enter global markets 


from day-one; as such, smaller communities typically “do not” have access to tech-industry  


7 The Extreme Geographic Inequality of High-Tech Venture Capital 
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customers [for R&D, product testing or sales transactions] within their immediate locations. 


Ergo, industry-based talent does not organically mature beyond the pace set by available 


capital and market accessibility. 


 


Network effects are chiefly byproducts of industry maturation and population density.  Tech 


ecosystems flourish in these environments, especially when they realize a degree of critical 


mass.  Of the many recipes on How to Build a Startup Ecosystem there are four immutable 


components that must be developed. 


 


1. Access to Great Ideas. Great ideas turn into great businesses.  


2. Access to Talent. Great entrepreneurs, preferably serial entrepreneurs that have 


learned from prior mistakes, are ultimately going to dictate the success of their 


businesses, and in turn, the success of the ecosystem. 


3. Access to Capital. The best ideas and the best talent are useless without the capital to 


fund their vision.  


4. Access to Customers. Customers drive revenues. Revenues impress investors. Investors 


fund growth. Growth leads to big exits. Big exits leads to a robust ecosystem. 


 


By industry definition, only three communities in our Province have what would be considered 


the vital ingredients of a tech ecosystem: Vancouver, Victoria and Kelowna . 8


 


An often understated factor, but known “catalyst” in ecosystem development, are the rarefied 


BC-based success stories of Club Penguin (Kelowna), Hootsuite (Vancouver) and Slack 


(Vancouver/Silicon Valley) who built, grew and essentially “stayed” within their founding 


communities.  These types of rapidly growing companies, and a few selected others, often 


become ecosystem cornerstones for talent, investment, and peer-based mentorship. 
 
Unlike many industries within traditional economic development purviews, locally and 


regionally, tech-sector businesses are challenged to play on either national or international 


stages from day one.  Startups are the DNA of tech ecosystem development and pro-active 


partnerships are vital to its success. 


8 See Kelowna #OKGNtech Techstars Scorecard Readout. 
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Innovation Island Technology Association 
#13 – 327 Prideaux Street | Nanaimo, BC | V9R 2N4 


250.753.8324 | info@innovationisland.ca 


 
October 26, 2018 
 
VIA EMAIL, AND FORWARDED TO INNOVATION ISLAND BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 


Rebecca Kirk 
CEO, Manufacturing Technology & 
Entrepreneurship Council (MTEC) 
Rebecca Kirk <rkirkis@gmail.com> 


John Hankins 
CEO, Mid Island Business Initiative (MIBI) 
John Hankins <john@mibi.ca> 


 
RE: Innovation Island support letter to MTEC 
 
Dear Rebecca and John, 
 
With respect to the letter of support that you recently received from Innovation Island I would 
like to communicate some disappointment in how this document has been used or interpreted. 
 
I appreciate the collaborative aspirations of this relationship but regrettably I have been 
informed [by multiple parties] that your intentions are contrary to the spirit of this letter; 
significantly. 
 
Please be advised that as of September 12, 2018 our Board of Directors have now voted to 
rescind this letter effective immediately.  Please provide us with the names and details of who or 
how this letter was used so that we may properly inform these parties of such.  Accordingly, we 
will be advising impacted parties at our discretion. 
 
Perhaps at some point in the future we can find a project where collaborative efforts are 
reciprocated. 
 
Regards, 
 


 
 
Graham Truax 
Interim Executive Director and EiR 







 

In consideration to the March 20th Finance and Audit meeting [delegation from John Hankins] I
would like to address several matters as they pertain to references associated to Innovation Island;
transcribed from the publicly available video presentation.  It is also my intention to appear as a
delegation before Council, per your instructions or advice, to perhaps further address these subjects.
 

RE: Nanaimo as the fourth tech hub ~ Minister Ralston radio interview
As you may know, as referenced herein, Innovate BC (and in-turn Innovation Island) works
under Minister Ralston and JTT.  Innovation Island is the regional delivery partner of the
Venture Acceleration Program (VAP).  Along with our counterparts across the Province
(VIATEC in Victoria, Accelerate Okanagan in Kelowna, KAST in the Kootenay’s, Kamloops
Innovation, e@UBC and SFU VentureLabs in Vancouver, and others) the BC Acceleration
Network [BCAN] is making a substantial impact within the Provincial technology sector and
local economic development standpoints.
 
In reporting to the Ministry, all BCAN partners track various key performance indicators
(KPI’s) and what we call OKR’s (Objectives and Key Results).  To this end Innovation Island
has often taken the #1 spot (Provincially) in several quarterly metrics.  Since VAP start in FY-
2014, 160+ new tech-based jobs have been created by our client companies ~ over $15.2
million of new revenue has been generated and this has attracted $16.8 million of early-
stage technology investment ~ throughout the Mid-Island region.  Respectfully, this is why
Minister Ralston considers Nanaimo (home-base of Innovation Island) as “perhaps” the
fourth tech hub.
 
RE: 4 key areas ~ gaps and challenges
The delegation (John Hankins) stated that there are 4 key areas, or gaps, that the MTEC
proposal is trying to solve; 1) local talent pool, 2) access to capital, 3) access to information
and resources and 4) community building strategies.  Points 1 & 2 are huge challenges that
the entire Province is grappling with, which cannot be fully addressed in this
correspondence, and by his own account the delegate “does not play in this space in terms
of tech”.
 
With respect to item 3, access to information and resources, there are three “highly”
localized pre-existing organizations who provide tremendous resources; Community Futures
Central Island, Greater Nanaimo Chamber of Commerce and the BDC's business centre in
Nanaimo.  The Innovation Island resource page (used by thousands) also provides simple and
easy-access to both Provincial and Federal programs and services, etc.  Not to mention the
excellent work of the VIEA Economic Resource Library and numerous other specialty sites
typically accessed via Google.
 
In regard to item 4, community building strategies, this too has much more activity than the
delegation suggested; albeit many events and strategies are perhaps not as widely promoted
as they could or should be.  The Vancouver Island Coast Economic Developers Association
(VICEDA) and the Vancouver Island Economic Alliance (VIEA) are actively engaged in many
tech-based initiatives, with Innovation Island.  As you know, and skilfully lead, the Nanaimo
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Economic Development office (http://www.investnanaimo.com/) is a long-standing trusted
and respected partner in all of this.
 
I respectfully state that these organizations do “collaborate” (and they have done so for
many years).  Albeit to matters herein MIBI/MTEC give little credit to anyone beyond a
passing mention ~ at best.
 

As referenced in the attachment [About IITA] the tech sector, by design, is a fast-moving and widely
diverse $3-Trillion global industry; Canada accounts for approximately 4% of this activity ($120
Billion) and British Columbia represents about 20% of Canada’s performance in the market at $26
Billion.  In a recent report by Dr. Alan E. Winter, BC's Innovation Commissioner (Observations on
Innovation in British Columbia) it was somewhat humbly stated that “the tech sector in BC consists
of a growing base of companies across a diverse range of sub-sectors [with] 90% of tech companies
having less than 10 employees ~ with a focus on services (93%) rather than manufacturing” -- this
certainly rings true in our region. 
 
For the past 20 years, Innovation Island has been instrumental in fostering and encouraging growth
in the regional technology sector.  In conjunction with our Government and Industry partners we
bring deep domain expertise to the clients and communities that we serve.  We’ve worked with
dozens of companies, hundreds of entrepreneurs, and we’ve conducted more events, workshops
and other programs (in technology & innovation) than any other body within our region.  However,
perhaps to a fault, we are front-line workers, we tend not to spend much time on marketing,
promotions or local boosterism (chiefly because we know, especially in tech, where the bar is set ---
and we know we have a lot of ground work ahead of us).  We all need to do more in our respective
roles and responsibilities but we greatly caution those who take a FITYMI approach to this sector.
 
Thank you for receiving this information, and for your time and consideration.
 
Graham Truax
 
Interim Executive Director and EiR
INNOVATION ISLAND TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
#13  327 Prideaux Street | Nanaimo BC | V9R 2N4
C  250.702.7461  O 250.753.8324 W innovationisland.ca
 

From: Graham - Innovation Island <graham@innovationisland.ca> 
Sent: December 7, 2018 5:09 PM
To: mayor&council@nanaimo.ca
Cc: leonard.krog@nanaimo.ca; sheryl.armstrong@nanaimo.ca; don.bonner@nanaimo.ca;
tyler.brown@nanaimo.ca; ben.geselbracht@nanaimo.ca; erin.hemmens@nanaimo.ca;
zeni.maartman@nanaimo.ca; ian.thorpe@nanaimo.ca; jim.turley@nanaimo.ca
Subject: Innovation Island ~ Technology Stewardship
Importance: High
 
Attn: Mayor and Council, City of Nanaimo | Sensitive & Confidential ~ Without Prejudice
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RE:  Delegation from John Hankins regarding the Mid-Island Business Initiative
        REGULAR COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING - November 26, 2018
 
Dear Mayor and Council,
 
May I first extend congratulations on your respective appointments and Godspeed to an exciting
term and future for the City of Nanaimo.
 
Following some recent communications, and the aforementioned delegation from the Mid-Island
Business Initiative (MIBI), I feel compelled to provide you with some supplemental information
surrounding the Nanaimo and region technology sector.  And, to voice several concerns and
corrections to related issues.
 
As you may or may not know, Nanaimo is home to the Innovation Island Technology Association
(IITA).  Our organization, formerly known as MISTIC (the Mid-Island Science, Technology and
Innovation Council), was established in 1998 as a registered non-profit.
 
IITA is a regional partner of the BC Acceleration Network.  We deliver the Innovate BC (formerly
known as “BCIC”) Venture Acceleration Program (VAP) to Island communities outside of greater
Victoria, including the Gulf Islands and the Sunshine Coast.  IITA also facilitates other Innovate BC
Programs to qualifying clients and applicants including programs and services for NRC-IRAP.  Our
mission is to support entrepreneurs to start and grow technology companies by providing them
with programs and resources they need to succeed.
 
IITA has affiliate relationships with the BC Tech Association and regionally we are long-standing
members of the Vancouver Island Coast Economic Developers Association (VICEDA) and the
Vancouver Island Economic Alliance (VIEA).  
 
As the regional voice for technology entrepreneurship, IITA is proud of our client achievements and
is dedicated to expanding outcomes over the region and coming years; since VAP start in FY-2014,
one-hundred and sixty-one new tech-based jobs have been created by our client companies,
$13,578,688. of new revenues have been generated and this has attracted $13,964,818. of
technology investment.  For the past 20 years, Innovation Island has been instrumental in fostering
and encouraging growth in the regional technology sector.
 
For more on our core philosophy and approach please see the PDF attached (About IITA).
 
Regarding the delegation from MIBI I respectfully provide a brief chronology of certain matters for
your consideration.  Generally, we are supportive of the MIBI (https://mibi.ca/) initiative and their
respective marketing campaign(s).
 

On December-05-18 I received an email correspondence addressed to “Mid-Island Business
Leaders”.  In this correspondence, and as was referenced in the MIBI presentation materials,
it was stated/suggested that MIBI was “connected with the Angel Forum who will be running
their first workshop outside of Vancouver in Nanaimo on January 24th, 2019”.  A broadcast
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email and MIBI news post (as of today) further stated that “this is a real coup for our region”.
 

May I slightly correct the above matter by saying that Innovation Island, in co-operation with
the Greater Nanaimo Chamber of Commerce “and” MIBI have arranged for Angel Forum to
come to Nanaimo for a half-day workshop, panel discussion and networking event on
January 24th, 2019.  See our blog post here for the approved copy from the Angel Forum
(Innovation Island has been proud to have hosted several Angel Forum events including their
hard-hitting Investor Ready Workshop going back to 2011).

 
Please know that I am not here to quibble over issues of local boosterism.  Albeit the BC Business
Magazine feature (also included in the MIBI presentation materials) does have several
embellishments and somewhat misleading claims; which are verifiable.  The BCBUSINESS article,
Harbouring Ambitions (Aug. 20, 2018) covered perhaps a wider perspective on related issues.
 
My primary concern, herein, surrounds a component of the MIBI presentation dealing with the
Manufacturers Technology Entrepreneurship Council (MTEC) ~ that is supposedly awaiting a
“Provincial Funding decision” (with support of Mayor Krog championing a request to Minister
Ralston ~ per transcript from the delegation).
 
While it is certainly the prerogative of citizens or organizations to submit proposals to Government
this particular proposal [funding request] included a support letter from Innovation Island that was
rescinded on October 26, 2018 (see attached).  This letter was also provided to the Minister, and
other associated parties, for point of clarification, as of November 22, 2018.  Although I cannot
speak for others, I do know that the support of this initiative is not as widespread as it may appear or
has been presented.
 
Aside to concerns expressed in the letter (with respect to both the spirit and intent our support
being misrepresented) Innovation Island uncovered numerous direct and indirect conflicts of
interests on this matter that we simply could not condone.  Suffice to say our actions thereto were
not unwarranted.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.  If requested, I would gladly make myself available to
further explain these matters and/or share more about the work that we do at Innovation Island.
 
Sincerely,
Graham Truax
 
Interim Executive Director and EiR
INNOVATION ISLAND TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
#13  327 Prideaux Street | Nanaimo BC | V9R 2N4
C  250.702.7461  O 250.753.8324 W innovationisland.ca
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